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The present invention relates to an improved 
method of, and means for, automatically di?er 
entiating between solutions of different conduc 
tivities for predetermined purposes, and more 
particularly to a novel arrangement for selec 
tively recovering from Waste water, such water 
as may be safely employed in steam generators. 
One of the main objects of the present inven 

tion is to provide a method of, and means for, 
conducting a liquid along a predetermined path, 
wherein a conductivity measuring circuit is uti 
lized to continuously determine the conductivity 
of the liquid ?owing through said path, and addi 
tional means employed for diverting the liquid 
into a di?'erent path whenever the conductivity 
of the liquid in the ?rst path changes in a pre 
determined manner. 
Another important object of the present inven 

tion is to provide an arrangement for selectively 
recovering water ?t for steam generation from 
any water which has to be controlled by utilizing 
the varying electrical conductivity of the water, 
the arrangement comprising servomotors using a 
liquid under pressure, such as oil in actuating 
lines, and electromagnetic devices for controlling 
the actions of the servomotors, the arrangement 
insuring continuous, automatic and economical 
operation. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a device for recovering water ?t for steam 
generation from condensates, the device includ 
ing a member for measuring the condensates, 
recovered waters, and rejected waters, the meas 
uring being obtained by ?lling a container to a 
constant volume, the operations of an automatic 
condensate control valve and rejecting valve 
being registered by the valves themselves. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a recovery system for waste waters wherein the 
latter are continuously and automatically tested 
to determine the ?tness thereof for steam genera 
tion, a fluid under pressure, such as steam from 
a boiler being utilized to facilitate transfer of ?t 
water into the boiler, as at present disclosed, and 
means being employed to automatically stop the 
feed of steam from said boiler when waste water 
is to be rejected. 
And still other objects of the present invention 

are to improve generally the efliciency of devices 
of the type described heretofore, and to particu 
larly provide drain water recovery apparatus 
which is not only durable and reliable in opera 
tion, but economically installed in a plant for 
the utilization of drain waters for steam pro 
duction. 

(Cl. 122-1) 

The novel features which are believed to be 
characteristic of this invention are set forth in 
particularity in the appended claims, the inven 
tion itself however, as to both its organization 
and method of operation will best be understood 
by reference to the following description taken 
in connection with the drawings in which there 
is indicated diagrammatically one arrangement, 
including circuit organization, whereby this iii 
vention may be carried into eiiect. 

In the drawings: 
Figs. 1a and 1b are partial diagrammatic views 

in which some of the structure is shown in sec 
tion. These two views are taken mutually con 
tinuous to show the complete structure. 

Fig. 2 is a detail View, partly in section, of one 
of the servomotors, 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 of the remain 
ing servomotor. 
Referring now to the accompanying drawings, 

wherein like characters of reference in the dif 
ferent ?gures represent the same elements, there 
is shown as an example a container D provided 
in its interior with a plurality of steam coils D’, 
the steam inlets of the coils being conventionally 
represented. The container D. is provided with 
an outlet 0, at its base, for any material to be 
treated by the steam coils. The outlets of the 
coils D’ are conventionally represented by the 
symbol D". As stated heretofore, it is one of the 
main objects of this invention to provide a device 
which can automatically and continuously feed 
the output from the coils D’ to a steam generator, 
and simultaneously insure the latter against in 
jury from such liquids eject-ed from D" which 
may be harmful to the generator for any reason. 
For example, where the container D functions 

as a cellulose digestor, calcium bisulphite being 
employed as the digesting agent, it may happen 
that the coils D’ in the digestor corrode and leak. 
Obviously in such cases the liquid ejected at D" 
will be contaminated with chemical materials in 
jurious to the steam generator. Clearly the de 
vice feeding the liquids from D" to the steam 
generator water intake must, then, ‘be capable 
of differentiating between ?t and un?t liquids, 
and additionally must be adapted to reject ‘liquids 
un?t for steam production. 
Such a device will now be described, it being 

clearly understood that the object is to direct 
liquids ?t for steam production from the points 
D” to the inlet 45’ of the boiler 45, liquids un?t 
for steam generation being rejected and directed 
into a waste liquid container 46’. The boiler 45 
is, of course, shown highly conventionalized, it 
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being understood that the water tubes 45” lead 
from the upper boiler chamber A to the lower 
chamber B. The remaining construction of the 
boiler is too well known to those skilled in the 
prior art to merit further explanation. 
The differentiating or control mechanism es 

sentially comprises a relay tank or vessel. The 
tank is made up of a hollow cylindrical member 
1, and removable top and bottom closures 5, 6. A 
portion of the cylinder 1 adjacent the closure 6 
is provided with an enlarged aperture 1’, a plug 2, 
preferably of insulating material, being remov~ 
ably secured in any well known manner to the 
cylinder 1 so as to completely close the aperture. 
A pair of control electrodes 3, 4 are ai?xed to the 
plug 2 in such a manner that the enlarged heads 
of the electrodes are spaced within the cylinder 
interior for relative movement, the shanks car 
ried by said plug, being movable for disposing 
said electrodes in closer or more distant relation 
to regulate the sensitivity of the electrical cir 
cuit. The restricted terminals of the electrodes 
extend through the plug to the exterior of the 
cylinder, serving as contacts for a pair of con— 
ductors 3', 4’. 
Of course the plug 2 is preferably made of a 

material capable of resisting the chemical ma 
terials which may be in solution in the liquid in 
the relay tank and the latter may also be con 
structed of like material. Furthermore, the elec 
trodes 3, 4 may be arranged so that the heads 
thereof are disposed in the same plane or in dif 
ferent planes. The bottom closure 6 is provided 

_ with a central opening 9, functioning as an inlet 

40? 

60' 
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to the relay tank from the elbow passage 9'. 
A jet baii‘le or deflector 7 is disposed over the 

opening 9. The de?ector carries a guide member 
7a for guiding the lower end of a tubular rod 19. 
A ?oat 8 is arranged for sliding movement on 
the rod 19. The de?ector 7 also serves to pro 
tect the ?oat 8 from the force of the liquid spout 
ing through the opening 9. 
In order to supply pressure upon the liquid in 

the relay tank, to permit liquid to ?ow from it, 
steam or ?uid under pressure is injected into the 
upper portion of the tank. This is accomplished 
through pipes 10, 11. It will be observed that the 
pipe 11 serves as the connecting line between the 
boiler chamber A and a port 11' of the steam 
cylinder 11a. The pipe 10 serves as a connecting 
line between the interior of the relay tank and 
another port 10’ in the cylinder 11a. As will be 
explained in further detail, the line 19 functions 
as a steam inlet line to the relay tank at certain 
times, and as a steam outlet line from the tank 
at other times. 
Within the cylinder 11a below the cap 11c 

there is disposed a piston 11b. The piston is 
mounted upon one end of a vertical piston rod 110 
and is adapted to reciprocate within the cylin 
der 11a. The construction of the steam valve 
11a need not be described in further detail since 
those skilled in the art well know how to con 
struct a steam valve of this type. It is only be 
lieved necessary to point out that a third port 
11g is provided in the top closure of the cylinder 
11c, and a pipe line 100 connected between this 
port and a container 10" for receiving exhaust 
steam. 
Again the pipe line 11 is shown as broken be 

tween points X, Y to indicate that the line 11 
may be long enough to permit the disposition of 
the inlet 45’ below the level of outlet ‘i541. Ob 
viously, those skilled in the prior art will know 
how to arrange the differentiating apparatus 
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with respect to the boiler so that liquids flow from 
45a into the chamber A under the force of grav 
ity. 
The lower end of the piston rod 110 is pivotally 

connected as at 12’ to the intermediate part of a 
lateral cross beam 12. The ends of the beam 12 
are pivotally connected as at 13, 14 to the vertical 
piston rods 15, 16. The latter, as will be more fully 
explained later, are elements of the servoinotors 
1'7, 18. 
As already stated, the vertical rod 19 is ar— 

ranged to permit the float 8 to reciprocate along 
its length. Two stops 20, 21 are provided on the 
rod 19 to limit the movement of the ?oat. The 
upper stop 21 is anixed at the end of rod 19, while 
the lower stop 20 is spaced a relatively short dis— 
tance from the opposite end or" a rod 19. The 
upper end of the latter is, furthermore, pivoted as 
at 22, to a rocker arm 23. The latter is fulcrumed 
as at 23’, at a point approximately intermediate 
thereof. A portion of the cylinder 1 is extended 
as at 1a, to house the fulcrum point 23’, a por 
tion of the rocker arm extending exteriorly of the 
relay tank. 
A vertically movable circuit closing contact 24. 

has its lower end pivoted to the external end of 
the rocker arm 23 as at 24a. The contact is pro 
vided with a tapered head 24'. The latter is ar 
ranged for engagement with terminals 38, 39, that 
is, when the ?oat 8 moves upwards against the 
stop 21, ‘the arm 23 is rocked so as to move the 
tappet contact 24 downwards, thereby causing the 
head 24’ to engage the terminals 88, 39. The tap 
pet lever 2/5 functions as a quick make and break 
switch for short circuiting a circuit which in . 
eludes the solenoid winding 36’, the terminals 38, 
39 being connected to the terminals of the wind 
ing 36' through conductors 38’, 39’. 

External of the relay tank the vertical piston 
rod 15, of the servomotor device 17, is provided at 

its lower end with a double faced head 25. headed portion of the rod is arranged for vertical 

reciprocation within a conventional type of valve 
body Z. The ipe line (not shown) between the 
outlets D" and the relay tank, feeds directly into 
the inlet opening 43. It should be clear that those 
skilled in the art will arrange the outlet: T3” in 
such a manner, with respect to the relay tank inlet 
43, that gravity ?ow can be taken advantage of. 
The valve body Z is provided with a pair of pas 
sages 25’, 25". 
A central port 25a is provided, and functions to 

connect inlet 43, upper passage 25’ and lower sage 25" to passage 9', when the lower face of 

head 25 is seated in port 252). When the piston 
rod 15 moves upwards, the upper face of head 25 
is seated in the port 25a, with the result that liq 
uid cannot ?ow from the inlet 43 to the passage 
9'. With the 25 in the last named position, 
the lower elbow passage 9" is connected with the . 
upper elbow passage 9’. If the head 29 of piston 
rod 16 is seated in the upper port of the opposite 
valve body Z, then the passage 25"’ of the latter 
will connect with the outlet passage 45a. 
Should the rod head. 29 be seated port 25?) of 

the outlet valve body Z, then the passage 9” would 
feed its liquid through passages 25’ and 46, into 
the rejected liquid container 46’. It will there 
fore be seen that the two valve bodies Z, Z are 
exactly the same in construction. The upper 
portion of each valve body Z is of well known de 
sign, the left valve body having the construction 
of its upper portion shown in more detail than the 
opposite one. However, it is believed that suffi 
cient has been said about these valve bodies to in 
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1,953,491 
struct those skilled in the art how to adapt them 
to this invention. 
The piston rod 15 of the servomotor 1'7 func 

tions to regulate the ?lling and exhausting of the 
relay tank. A pair of springs 26, 27 are provided 
between ?xed stop plates 26a, 27a. The upper 
spring 26 is disposed between the plate 26a and 
a movable collar 28a, while the lower spring 2'? is 
disposed between the collar and the lower ?xed 
stop 27a. ri‘he rod 15 passes through the cen 
ter of the plates 27a, 26a, the collar 28a being rig 
idly af?xed to the rod 15 for movement therewith. 
The stop plates 26a, 27a are rigidly affixed to the 
parallel, spaced rods 26’ depending from the cas 
ing of the servomotor 17. 
The springs 26, 27 are opposed in action and 

function to set the rod head 25 in an intermediate 
position, leaving both ports 25a and 251) open, 
upon failure of oil pressure in the servomotor, or 
current in the control circuit. When both ports 
25a and 251) are open, liquid readily flows from 
passages 43 and 9 through passage 9" for further 
disposition by the remaining valve body. 

rl‘he servomotors 17 and 18 are similar in many 
respects. However, the latter differs in that it 
is provided with but a single spring 28 between a 
?xed stop plate 16’, the latter being centrally 
apertured to permit the rod 16 to slide there 
through, and a collar 28' secured to the rod 16 for 
movement therewith. The collar 28’ is central 
ly apertured to receive the rod 16 therethrough, 
while the stop plate 16' is affixed to the spaced 
rods 26" depending from the casing of servo 
motor 18. 
The spring 28 functions to lower the rod head 

29, should servomotor oil pressure or control cir 
cuit current become inadequate, thereby causing 
the liquid to flow through passages 25', 46 into 
the waste container 46’. 

In order to provide visual indications and regis 
tration of the operation of the functioning of the 
valves Z, 2. each collar has affixed to it an index 
pointer 30’. The head of each pointer is adapted 
to move over the face of a scale 30, the latter being 
provided with conventional indicia 31, but said 
indicia may include indicating words, not shown, 
such as, for the valve 25 “?lling—emptying” and, 
for the valve 29 “bad——good”. Thus, each pointer 
and scale can function as a register. It is ob 
vious that instead of directly attaching the regis 
ters to the rods, telemetric methods, well known 
in the art, may be employed to register at a re 
mote point. 

Again, as supplementary to the registers, 
electric signal lamps may be provided to flash a 
signal when each pointer attains a predetermined 
point. Thus, the power line C may have con 
ductors 32’ leading from it to spaced terminals, 
the lamp 32 being disposed in one of said con 
ductors, while the conductor 33’ may be arranged 
between the power line C and a pair of space 
terminals. Each pointer 30’ may have a contact 
member extending therefrom, each member termi 
nating in a tapered head 32a, whereby move 
merit of a pointer to a predetermined point re 
sults in closing of the lamp circuit and ?ashing 
of a signal. If desired, a pilot lamp 34 may be 
connected across the line C to warn the operator 
of current de?ciency, or failure. It is clear that 
the registers, signal lamps and pilot may be as 
sembled on a single board adjacent or remote 
from the relay tank. 
The oil feeding circuit for the servoinotors 17, 

18 will now be described. An oil pump 35 of con 
ventional design is utilized for moving the oil 

3 
through the pipe lines. A motor 33a (shown only 
in diagrammatical manner) is energized from 
the lines 0, through conductors 3%, the motor 
being mechanically coupled to the oil pump gears 
in any desired fashion. The motor drives the 
gears thereby elevating the oil from the tank 500 
into the pipe line 50 50' (the line 50' branch 
ing off from the line 50) to the valve chests 17a, 
18a of the servomotors 17, 18. 
This construction is more clearly shown in Figs. 

2 and 3, wherein it is disclosed how pipes 50, 50’ 
feed into their respective chests 17a, 18a. The 
oil is returned to the tank 59c, from each chest 
through return pipes to a common return line 
50d, pipe 50a, returning the oil from chest 17a, 
pipe 50c, returning the oil from chest 18a. Thus, 
referring to Fig. 2 it will be seen that pipe line 
50a taps into the bottom of the outwardly extend 
ing housing 52’. The same construction is true 
of the chest 18a and its associated pipe line 502. 
It will therefore be seen that a closed oil circuit 
is provided between the oil pump 35 and both 
servomotors. A safety valve 51 is provided to per 
mit adjustment of the oil pressure to whatever 
value desired. 

Referring now to the electrical circuits ern~ 
ployed in the present invention, it is ?rst pointed 
out that while uni-directional current may be 
employed over the lines C, it is preferred to use 
alternating current in order to avoid the elec 
trolysis of liquid in the relay tank. 
The servomotor 1'? includes an electromagnetic 

device 36 for actuating the slide valve lever 52. 
This device 36 preferably comprises a winding 
36" and an armature 36a embraced by said wind 

The lever 52 is pivoted at one end thereof, 
as at 52", to the lower end of the armature 36a. 
One terminal of the winding 36’ is connected 

in series with the resistor 42 to one of the lines 
C, while the other termmal of the WindIng is 
connected to one of the lines C through a con~ 
duct-or 38b. The resistor 42 functions to regulate 
the ?eld strength of the winding 36'. Obviously 

long as a normal flow of current is had through 
the circuit including the resistor 42 and winding 
36’, the armature 36a is maintained in maximum 
attracted and upward position. However, as soon 
as the winding 36’ is short circuits-d, by the tappet 
head 24’ contacting with the terminals 38, 39, the 
?eld strength of the winding 36' is greatly re 
duced. As a result of the reduction, the attrac 
tion - f the armature 36a decreases, and the arma 
ture moves downwards thereby actuating the lever 
52. 
The servomotor 18 also comprises an electro 

magnetic device 37 consisting of a winding 37’ 
connected through a conductor 40' to one ter 
minal of a rheostat resistor Ill, the winding being 
connected to the movable contact 41' of the rheo 
stat through a conductor 41a. The conductor 
40’ is tapped at an intermediate point, and is 
connected to one of the lines C through a ?xed 
resistor 40. The conductor 41a is similarly con 
nected through a conductor 46a, to another line 
C. The resistor 41 is provided with a plurality 
of taps representing various adjustment posi 
tions of the contactor 41’. Finally, the elec 
trode 3 is connected through a conductor 3’ to 
a point on conductor 49' between resistors 40 
and 41, while electrode Al is connected through a 
conductor 4', to the junction of conductor 41a 
and the pivoted end of contactor 41’. 
A vertical armature 37a is disposed within the 

winding 37’, the lower end of the armature being 
pivotally connected as at 53’, to a slide valve 
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lever 53. When the‘ contactor 41’ has been ad 
justed to a desired tap onxthe resistor 41, a pre 
determined flow or current through the winding 
3'?’ will result in attraction of the armature 37a 
in upward direction. Should the space between 
electrodes 3, ll now become conductive, as for 
example if the space were ?lled with a conductive 
liquid, then clearly the winding 37’ would be 
short circuited. As a result the ?eld strength 
of the winding would be greatly reduced, and 
the armature 37a would drop thereby moving the 
lever 53 in a downwardly, arcuate path. 
The particular equipment herein disclosed for 

short circuiting the windings 36’ and 3'7’ is 
illustrated in a preferred form, but other ar 
rangements differing from those shown could 
be used in connection with the servomotors for 
bringing about the same result. The function 
of the rheostat s1 is to permit adjustment of the 
sensitivity of the servomotor 18 in actuating the 
rod head 29. 
The mode of operation of the oil slide valves 

will now be more readily understood, especial 
reference being made to Figs. 2 and 3. 
In normal operation, the windings 36’, 37’ of 

both electromagnetic devices 36, 37 will be con 
tinuously energized. Consequently, the arma 
tures 36a, 37a will be attracted into upward po 
sition. The effects on the rods 15 and 16 how 
ever, will be different. In the case oi‘ rod 15 
upward movement of the armature 36a causes 
downward movement of a ?nger 66. The latter 
is housed within the valve chest 17a, and is ful 
crurned at 6i angular translation with the 
exterior lever 52. 

‘Within the valve chest is disposed a slide pis 
ton 62 provided with a central bore 63. The 
casing or cylinder 17b is provided with two oil 
ports 65, 66. The piston 62 is adapted to recipro 
cate within the valve chest 17d, and is capable 
of alternatively closing the ports 65, 66. By 
means of an abutment 67 the ?nger 60 is caused 
to move the slide valve piston 62 downwards to 
close the port 66 and open the port 65, whenever 
the armature 36a is attracted upwards. 
When the port 66 is closed oil under pressure, 

fed into the valve chest from pipe 56, flows 
through port 65 and ?lls the interior of the cyl 
inder 1%. Although oil ?ows through bore 63, 
it cannot flow anywhere except through port 65. 
The piston rod 15 is provided with a piston 

76 adapted to vertically reciprocate in the cyl 
inder of the servomotor 17. When the oil under 
pressure flows through port 65, it forces the pi.. 
ton 70 downwards, thereby moving the rod 15 
downwards. Any oil that seeps by the piston '76 
is caused to flow through the passage 65 or 66 
into the return pipe 50c. Clearly, when the 
winding 36’ is short circuitecl, the armature 36a. 
in moving downwards causes the lever 52 to 
swing downwards with the result that the ?nger 
66 swings upwards. The piston 62 is therefore 
caused to slide upwards, thereby closing port 65, 
and opening port 66. As a result the oil flows 
through bore 63, port 66, forces the piston '70 
upwards, and results in inward motion of the 
rod 15. The oil would return through pipe 560; 
to the oil pump. 

Referring to Fig. 3, it will be seen that an in 
verse action takes place in the case of rod 16. 
When the armature 37a is attracted upwards, the 
lever 53 swings upwards. However, due to the 
manner of securing the lever 53 to linger 60’, 
as at 61.’, when the lever 53 swings upwards, the 
?nger also swings upwards, and causes the valve 
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piston 62’ to slide upwards and close port 65". 
Oil under pressure fed into the valve chest 18 
through pipe 50’ ?ows through bore 63', open 
port 66’, causes the piston 70’ to move upwards, 
and results in upward motion of the rod 16. 

Conversely, when the winding 37’ is short 
circuited, the armature 37a, lever 53, ringer 60' 
and piston 62’ move downwards in succession. 
This closes port 66’, opens port 65', permits the 
piston 76’ to be forced downwards, and there 
by also the rod 16. The pipe line 56c, serves as 
an oil return line. Thus, it will be seen that up 
ward motion of the armature of solenoid 36 re 
sults in a reverse movement or rod 15, while up 
ward motion of the armature oi solenoid 37 re 
sults in a similar movement of rod 16. 
Having now described the construction and ar 

rangement or" the component parts of the inven 
tion, an explanation of the operation of the de 
vice vrill now be given. Assume that float 8 is at 
its lowest point, in contact with stop 20. The 
motor 33a is driving the oil pump 35, and the 
solenoid windings 36’, 37' are normally energized; 
the latter is particularly assured for 36’ since the 
tappet contact kept out of contact with short 
circuit terminals 38, 39. As shown above the rod 
15 will be forced downwards, compressing spring 
2'2, thereby closing port 25b and passage 9". Rod 
16 on the other hand will be urged upwards, com 
pressing spring 23, thereby connecting passages 
59” and 450;. 
Suppose now that liquid is discharged through 

cutlets D”, and that the liquid is of a low con 
ductivity. That is to say, it is not contaminated 
with an electrolyte. 
The condensation water flows into inlet 43, 

through open port 25a, passages 25", 9’ and into 
the relay tank. Water will continue ?owing into 
the tank until the ?oat 8 abuts the stop 21; when 
the latter happens the arm 23 is rocked on ful 
crum 1c, the tappet 24 pulled downwards, the 
circuit 38, 39, 39’, 36?), C, 42, 38’ closer‘, and the 
winding 36' short circuited. The armature 36a is 
thereupon released with the result that the rod 
15 is moved upwards in a manner already de 
scribed in great detail in connection with. Fig. 2. 
Upon the rod 15 moving upwards the port 25a 

is closed, cutting oil2 the flow to the relay tank, 
the spring 26 being compressed. It will be seen 
that the outlet passage 9’ of the relay tank com 
municates with the passage 9". The relay tank 
is now ready to exhaust through passages 9’, 9", 
25", 45a, 45’ into the chamber A. Since the 
liquid in the space between the electrodes 4 is 
not conductive to a sufficient extent the winding 
37’ remains normally energized, with the result 
that the rod 16 is maintained in upward position 
thereby keeping port 25?) open. 
The live steam in chamber A is utilized in ex 

hausting the relay tank after short circuiting of 
the winding 36'. The opening and closing or“ the 
lines 10 and 11 are controlled by the piston or 
throttle 11b. The latter is actuated by the rods 
15 and 16 through cross beam 12 in such a manner 
that steam can only be introduced into the relay 
tank when both heads 25, 29 are simultaneously 
in upper positions. Thus, when the winding 36' 
is short circuited the rod 15 is elevated, and while 
moving head 25 into upper position, the rod 110 
is caused to move upwards, the beam 12 and rod 
11c pivoting at 14. 
In this upper position of the valve heads 25, 29, 

the piston 11b is in a position which permits the 
steam ?owing from line 11 to flow through port 
11’, port‘lO’, line 10, and into the relay tank. 
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Obviously, the piston 1lb ‘will be designed to shut 
off the ?ow to port 119, while permitting ready 
flow from port 11’ to port 10'. It is believed that 
those skilled in the art will readily be able to con 
struct a piston of this type with the present dia~ 
grammatic disclosure. The steam introduced into 
the relay tank functions to drive the water in the 
tank through passages 9', 25", 9", 45a, 45' into 
the chamber A, the water in the relay tank being 
under a load with respect to chamber A. 
As the tank is emptied the ?oat 8 descends 

until it abuts the stop 20. The tappet head 24’ 
moves out of contact with terminals 38, 39, there 
by permitting normal energization of winding 
36’. As a result, the oil pressure restores the rod 
15 to its lower position, the head 25 closes port 
251), and the steam throttle 11h cuts oif the flow 
of steam from pipe 11 to pipe line 10, and instead 
leaves ports 10’ and 119 open with the result that 
the pipe 10 is connected with the exhaust line 100, 
thus allowing steam which had been introduced 
into the relay tank to escape after utilization. It 
will thus be seen that the ?lling of the relay tank 
is now readily accomplished since there is a free 
path between inlet 43 and opening 9. 
Assume now, that the liquid entering the in 

let 43 carries in solution some material (acid, basic 
or electrolyte in general) whose presence in the 
steam chambers A, B and water tubes 45" is ex 

Clearly 
such material renders the liquid conductive. 
Therefore as such a conductive liquid flows into 
the tank and ?lls the space between the elec 
trodes 3, 4, the circuit 3, 4, 4', 41a, 40a, 40, 40’, 

‘3’ gradually tends to short circuit the winding 
37’. As soon as the electrodes have been im 
mersed in the conductive liquid the short cir~ 
cuiting action on the Winding 37’ will be com~ 
plete With the result that the armature 37a drops. 
As explained heretofore in connection with Fig. 

3 the rod 16 moves downward, with the result 
that the head 29 closes port 251). Thus, before 
the float 8 has reached stop 21, the passage 9” 
is connected with the passages 25’, 46 to discharge 

.-; rejected, undesired liquids; the passage 45a being 
closed. When the float 8 abuts the stop 21, as be 
fore, it causes short circuiting of the winding 36’, 
and closing of the port 25a by the head 25. The 
entire contents of the relay tank is now ready to 
be discharged into the tank 46’. 

It is to be noted that when the head 29 is in 
rejecting position (closing of port 25b) the intro 
duction of steam into the relay tank is made im 
possible, even though the tank is being emptied. 
However, it should be realized that in this posi~ 
tion of the throttle 11?), the pipe 10 and exhaust 
line 100 are in communication. 

Since the line 100 is open to the air the re 
jected liquid ?ows out of the relay tank into the 
tank 46’ by gravity. When the relay tank is 
empty of undesired liquid the valve head 25 as 
sumes its normal positions so as to permit flow into 
the relay‘ tank. 

It is believed that the aforegoing detailed de 
"' scription is sufficient to enable those skilled in 

the art to practice the invention. However, cer 
tain remarks may be of aid in practicing the in 
vention. Whatever be the nature of the trou 
bles during operation ,(oil pump or motor getting 
out of order, leakage of oil. circuit, inadequate 
oil supply, failure of control circuit current) 
the rod 15 of the valve head 25, actuated by the 
two opposed springs 26, 2'7 disposes the head 25 
in an intermediate position. On the other hand 
the rod 16 of the valve head 29 is forced down 
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wards by the action of the spring 28 which al 
ways tends to expand, thus opening the passage 
leading to the drain pipe 46, and closing the pipe 
line leading to the recovery outlet 45a. 
The condensed waters coming from the out 

lets D" are in such case merely allowed to ?ow 
into the tank 46’. Clearly, if the solenoid 37 
were to fail or the electric circuit associated 
therewith fail, the valve head 29 would be forced 
into rejection position, while the valve head 25 
would continue to function normally. 

It will therefore be seen that the operation 
of the digestor D is not eifected by any failures 
as outlined above, and the boiler chambers are 
safe-guarded during all times that the differen 
tiating mechanism is faulty. 

Besides its use with any system for the recov 
of condensates, the above described arrange 

ment is obviously useful for selecting products 
in chemical processes by taking advantage of their 
varying conductivities while in solution. By 
means of the present invention it is possible to 
differentiate between solutions of varying con 
ductivities in a continuous automatic and safe 
manner. 
Thus it is seen that while the herein inven 

tion is shown in connection with a source of 
waste water and a steam generator, the invention 
as claimed in the broader claims is not in the least 
limited to waste water or to generators, but is 
broad enough to cover control and selection of 
any suitable liquid or material from any source 
or for any purpose. And while the drawings 
show only one apparatus, the invention is not 
thus limited, as the apparatus may be used in 
series. For instance, material entering at the 
inlet passage 43 of a primary apparatus may be 
in accordance with its conductivity, discharged 
as two grades at the respective passages 45a, 46. 
Then one or more similar secondary apparatuses 
may receive the material from one or both re 
spectively of the passages 45a, 46 of the primary 
apparatus and further separate it into grades. 
Additional tertiary apparatuses may receive ma 
terial from some or all of the passages 45a, 46 of 
the secondary apparatuses, and so on, thus making 
it possible to separate the material into any de 
sired number of grades. 

7 While only one system has been indicated and 
described for carrying the invention into effect it 
will be apparent to one skilled in the art that 
the invention is by no means limited to the par 
ticular organization shown and described, but 
that many modi?cations in the apparatus, cir 
cuit arrangements, and uses, may be employed, 
without departing from the scope of the inven 
tion as set forth in the appended claims. 

I claim:— 
1. A method. of selectively differentiating be 

tween water ?t for steam generation and water 
un?t for the purpose, consisting in conducting 
the water of variable conductivity through a pre 
determined path, utilizing the conductivity of the 
water ?owing through the path, and diverting the 
water from said path to a rejection path when 
the conductivity varies beyond a predetermined 
limit. 

2. A method of steam generation which con 
sists in collecting waste water, passing said Water 
through a desired path for steam generation, con 
tinuously determining whether the conductivity 
of said water in said path varies during said pas 
sage, and automatically utilizing the conductivity 
for diverting said water to another path with. 
predetermined variation. 
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3. A method of utilizing waste water for steam 

production which consists in collecting the waste 
water, establishing an electrical path through said 
water while collecting the latter, establishing a 
utilization path for the water, and conducting 
part of the water “through said utilization path 
only when the flow of current through the elec 
trical path is below a desired value. 

4. A method of utilizing waste water for steam 
production which consists in collecting the waste 
water, establishing an electrical circuit through 
said water while collecting the latter, providing 
a utilization path for the water, establishing a 
rejection path for water un?t for steam produc— 
tion, and conducting part of said water through 
said rejection path when the conductivity of the 
water rises to a value su?icient to permit the flow 
of current through said electrical circuit. 

5. In combination, a source of drain water, a 
collecting tank provided with a passage for con 
ducting collected drain water therein, a steam 
generator, said passage connecting with said gen 
erator, spaced electrodes disposed within said 
tank and in contact with said collected drain 
water, an electrical circuit including said elec 
trodes, means associated with said tank providing 
a drain water rejection passage, and electro-mag~ 
netically controlled valve means, regulated by 
said electrical circuit, for automatically diverting 
the drain water to said rejection passage when 
the conductivity of the collected drain water is 
above a predetermined value. 

6. In combination with means for conducting 
a liquid along a desired path, and a second path, 
electrodes engaging said liquid, which latter is 
subject to changes of conductivity, an electric 
circuit including said electrodes, and means con 
trolled by the circuit responsive to said changes 
for automatically diverting the liquid to said 
second path. 

7. In combination, a source of liquid to be con 
trolled, a collecting tank, an intermediate tank, 
means for feeding liquid of variable conductivity 
from said source into the intermediate tank, 
means for controlling the ?ow of liquid from said 
intermediate tank to said collecting tank, said last 
means comprising a valve device normally main 
tained in position to permit flow to the collecting 
tank, an electric circuit having electrodes in the 
liquid of said intermediate tank, and means oper 
able by said circuit ior positioning said device to 
obstruct said ?ow when the conductivity of said 
liquid increases to a predetermined value. 

8. In combination with a source of condensed 
> steam and a relay tank, means for conducting said 
condensed steam to said tank, a steam generator, 
means forming an exit passage from the relay 
tank, and a connecting passage connecting said 
tank with said generator, spaced electrodes in 
contact with said condensed steam, an electrical 
circuit including said electrodes, and means con 
trolled by the circuit for automatically causing 
the liquid to discharge through the connecting 
passage or the exit passage. 

9. In combination, a main passage for conduct 
ing liquid and communicating with a branch pas 
sage; means for testing the quality of the liquid 
in the main passage; and means associated with 
said passage and controlled by said testing means 
for at times automatically in accordance with the 
test diverting liquid from the main passage to the 
branch passage. 

10. In combination, a vapor generator; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to the 
‘generator; testing means for testing the quality 
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of the liquid in the passage before it reaches the 
generator; and means controlled by said testing 
means for at times preventing the liquid from 
reaching the generator. 

11. In combination, a passage for conducting 
liquid to a steam generator; means for testing 
said liquid before it reaches the generator and 
means associated with said passage and controlled 
by said testing means for automatically, in ac 
cordance with the test of the testing means, di 
verting liquid from the passage. 

12. In combination, a vapor generator; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to the 
generator; electric circuit-forming means includ 

said liquid for completing the circuit; and 
means controlled by said circuit, as a result of the 
conductivity of said liquid, for preventing the 
liquid from reaching the generator. 

13. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; means for supplying liquid 
from the supply means to the tank, then to cut~ 
oil said supply, and only while the supply is cut 
off to cause liquid to move from the tank to the 
receiver; electric circuit forming means includ 
ing the liquid in the tank for completing the cir 
cuit; and means controlled by said circuit when 
the conductivity is above a predetermined amount 
for automatically preventing the liquid from the 
tank from reaching the receiver. 

14. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; means controlled by liquid 
in the tank lor alternately connecting said pas 
sage and the supply means with the tank for . 
causing liquid from the supply means to ?ow into 
the tank and afterwards from the tank toward 
the receiver; electric circuit forming means in— 
cluding a pair of spaced electrodes in the tank 
adapted for contact with the liquid for complet 
ing the circuit; means associated with said pas 
sage and controlled by said circuit when the 
conductivity is above a predetermined amount 
for automatically preventing liquid in the pas 
sage from reaching the receiver. 

15. In combination, a relay tank; means pro 
viding a passage for conducting liquid to a re~ 
ceiver; means for alternately causing liquid to 
?ow into the tank and afterwards from the tank 
to said passage; testing means for testing the liq 
uid in the tank; and means associated with said 
passage and controlled by said testing means for 
automatically diverting, in accordance with the 
test, the liquid from the passage before the liquid 
reaches the receiver. 

16. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank suitable for testing liquid in the tank; a 
receiver; means providing a passage for con~ 
ducting liquid to the receiver; and means in 
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in the tank and associated with said passage for 
periodically alternately connecting said supply 
means and passage with tank for causing liquid 
from the supply means to flow into the tank and 
afterwards from the tank toward the generator. 

17. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank suitable for testing liquid in the tank; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to 
a receiver; a ?oat adapted to rise and fall in 
the tank; means including a two-way valve con 
trolled by the ?oat and associated with said pas 
sage for connecting said supply means with the 
‘tank when the float reaches its lower limit and 
said tank with the passage when the float reaches 
its upper limit for causing the liquid to flow 
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into the tank and afterwards from the tank to 
ward the receiver; and means in the passage to 
the receiver for controlling the flow of liquid to 
the receiver. 

18. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; a ?oat adapted to rise and 
fall in the tank; a servo motor controlled by said 
?oat, means including a two-Way valve controlled 
by the servo motor and associated with said pas 
sage for periodically alternately connecting said 
supply means and passage with tank for causing 
liquid from the supply means to flow into the 
tank and afterwards from the tank toward the 
receiver; means for testing the liquid in the 
tank to determine if it is undesirable; and means 
interposed in the passage to the receiver and 
‘controlled by said testing means for automatical 
ly preventing the undesirable liquid in said 
passage from reaching generator receiver. 

19, In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; means for alternately con 
necting said supply means and passage with the 
tank for causing liquid from the supply means to 
?oW into the tank and afterwards from the tank 
toward the receiver; means for testing the liquid 
in the tank; and means including a two-way 

q’valve interposed in the passage to the receiver 
and controlled by said testing means in accord 
ance with the test for automatically diverting 
liquid from said passage before it reaches the 
receiver. 

20. In combination, a relay tank; means pro 
' viding a passage for conducting liquid from the 
tank to a receiver; electric circuit forming means 
including a pair of spaced electrodes in the tank 
adapted for contact with the liquid for complet 
ing the circuit; a servo-motor controlled by said 
circuit when the conductivity is a predetermined 
amount; and means including a two-way valve 
interposed in the passage to the receiver and 
controlled by said servo motor, when said con 
ductivity reaches said amount, for automatically 
diverting liquid from said passage before it 
reaches the receiver. 

21. In combination, a closed tank suitable for 
testing liquid in the tank; a receiver for liquid 
under pressure; means providing a passage for 
conducting liquid from the tank to the receiver; 
and means communicating with the tank and 
receiver for furnishing pressure upon the tank 
liquid when the liquid ?ows from the tank to 
the receiver. 

22. In combination, a relay tank; a receiver 
for liquid under pressure; means providing pas 
sages for conducting liquid into the tank and 
from the tank to the receiver; testing means for 
liquid in the tank; means interposed in the pas 
sage to the receiver and controlled by said test 
ing means, in accordance with the test, for at 
times automatically preventing the liquid from 
reaching the receiver; and means controlled by 
the testing means communicating with the tank 

" and receiver for furnishing pressure upon the 
tank-liquid when the liquid ?ows from the tank 
to the receiver. 

23. In combination, a relay tank; a receiver 
for liquid under pressure; means providing a 
passage for conducting liquid from the tank to 
the receiver; electric circuit-forming means in 
cluding a pair of spaced electrodes in the tank 
adapted for contact with the liquid; means in 
terposed in the passage to the receiver and con 
trolled by said circuit, when the conductivity of 
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the liquid reaches a predetermined amount, for 
automatically diverting the liquid from said pas 
sage before reaching the receiver; and means for 
‘exerting pressure upon the tank-liquid when the 
liquid flows from the tank, 

24. In combination, a main passage for con 
ducting liquid; a branch passage communicating 
with the main passage; means for testing the 
quality of the liquid in the main passage; and 
means associated with said passage and con 
trolled by said testing means for automatically, 
in accordance with. said testing, diverting liquid 
from the main passage to'the branch passage, 
while the liquid is ?owing into the passage, there 
by eliminating the diverted liquid from the pas 
sage and preventing the liquid from passing 
through the end of the main passage 
while still allowi liquid to enter into the main 

25. In combination, a receiver; means provid 
ing a passage for conducting liquid to the receiver; 
electric circuit forming means including said 
liquid, while being conducted, for completing the 
circuit; and means controlled by said circuit for 
automatically diverting liquid from the passage, 
before it reaches the receiver, whenever the cur 
rent in the circuit is equal to a predetermined 
amount. 

26. In combination with a source of liquid and 
an intermediate tank, a path for conducting 
liquid to said tank; a collecting tank; a second 
path for conducting liquid from the interme 
diate tank to said collecting tank; an electric 
circuit including testing electrodes in contact with 
said liquid in the intermediate tank; and means 
controlled by said circuit in accordance with the 
conductivity of the liquid to control the ?ow, 
through said second path, independently of the 
?ow in the ?rst path, of the liquid which has been 
tested in the intermediate tank. 

27. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; means for supplying liquid 
from the supply means to the tank, then to cut 
off said supply, and only while the supply is cut 
off to cause liquid to move from the through 
said passage to the receiver; testing means for 
testing the conductivity of the liquid in the tank; 
and means controlled by said testing means when 
the conductivity equals a predetermined amount 
for automatically preventing the liquid from the 
tank from reaching the receiver. 

28. In a testing apparatus, the combination 
of a supply means; a- relay tank suitable for hold 
ing liquid for taking a receiver; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to the 
receiver; and means including a two-way valve 
controlled by liquid in the tank and associated 
with said passages for periodicallv alternately 
connecting said supply means and passage with j 
tank for causing liquid from the supply means to 
flow into the tank and afterwards from the tank 
toward the receiver. 

29. In a testing apparatus, the combination 
of closed tank suitable for liquid testing; a re- 1 
ceiver for liquid under pressure; means providing 
a passage for conducting liquid from the tank to 
the receiver; and means communicating with the 
tank and receiver for furnishing pressure upon 
the tank-liquid when the liquid flows from the 
tank to the receiver. 

30. In combination, a passage for conducting 
liquid; electric circuit forming means including 
said liquid for completing the circuit; and means 
controlled by said circuit for automatically chang 
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ing the direction of the liquid one way or another 
when the resistivity of such liquid increases be 
yond or decreases under a predetermined amount. 

31. In combination, a relay tank; means pro~ 
viding a passage for conducting liquid to a select 
ing device; means for causing liquid to flow into 
the tank and afterwards from the tank to said 
passage; electric circuit forming means includ 
ing the liquid in the tank for completing a circuit; 
and means controlled by said c‘“cuit for auto~ 
matically directing the liquid to one or another 
direction of the selecting device when the current 
of the circuit reaches a predetermined amount. 

32. In combination, a passage for conducting 
liquid; electric circuit forming means including 
said liquid for completing the circuit; and means 
controlled by circuit for automatically chang 
ing the direction of the liquid from one direction 
to another direction when the resistivity of the 
liquid changes to a predetermined value. 

33.111 combination, a steam boiler; a liquid 
supply for supplying liquid of variable conductiv 
ity which is harmful to the boiler at a conductivity 
of one value and substantially harmless at anothe" 
conductivity; means providing a passage for con 
ducting said liquid from the supply to said boiler; 
electric circuit-forming means including said liq 
uid between the supply and boiler for completing 
the circuit; and means controlled by said circuit 
and set in operation by the liquid when at the 
harmful conductivity of said value for preventing 
the harmful liquid from reaching the boiler, there 
by preventing damage to the boiler. 

A method of protecting a vapor generator 
using liquid of variable conductivity which is 
harmful to the generator at one value or" con 
ductivity and suiiiciently harmless for use at an 
other conductivity, said method comprising con 
ducting the liquid from the supply to the genera- 
tor; passing electric current through the liquid 
between the supply and generator, whereby the 
current is varied if said conductivity is varied; 
and automatically causing said current to oper 
ate to prevent said liquid from reaching the gen 
erator when the conductivity varies to the harm 
ful value, thereby preventing damage to the 
boiler. 

35. In combination, an evaporator; a liquid 
supply for supplying liquid of variable quality 
which is harmful to the evaporator at a quality 
of one value and substantially harmless at an 
other quality; means providing a passage for 
said liquid from the supply to said evaporator; 
testing means for testing said liquid between the 

nd means controlled by 
said testing means and set in operation by the 
liquid. when at the harmful value for preventing 
the harmful liquid from reaching and damaging 
the boiler. 

36. A method of protecting a vapor generator 
using liquid of variable quality which is harmful 
to the generator at one value and sufficiently 
harmless for use when at another quality, said 
method. comprising conducting the liquid from 
the supply to the generator while harmless; test 
ing the liquid between the supply and generator, 
whereby the test-result is varied if said quality 
is varied; and automatically causing said test— 
result to operate to prevent said liquid from 
reaching and damaging the generator when the 
quality varies to said harmful value. 

37. In combination, a relay tank; testing 
means for testing the liquid in the tank; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to a 
receiver; means operative independently of the 
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action of the testing means for alternately caus 
ing liquid to flow into the tank and afterwards to 
?ow from the tank to said passage and thence to 
the receiver; and means associated with said pas~ 
sage and contro?ed by said testing means, in 
accordance with the test, for automatically di~ 
verting the flowing liquid from the passage be 
fore the liquid reaches the receiver. 

38. In combination, a relay tank; a receiver for 
liquid under pressure; means providing passages 
for conducting liquid into the tank and from the 
tank to the receiver; testing means for the tank; 
means interposed in the passage to the receiver 
and controlled by said testing means for at times 
automatically preventing the liquid from reach 
ing the receiver; and means controlled by the 
testing means communicating with the tank and 
receiver for furnishing pressure upon the tank 
liquid when the liquid flows from the tank to the 
receiver, and holding the pressure from the tank 
liquid when liquid flows into the tank. 

39. In combination, a supply means; a relay 
tank; means providing a passage for conducting 
liquid to a receiver; means for supplying liquid 
from supply means to the tank, then to cut 
off said supply, and only while the supply is cut 
off to cause liquid to move from the tank through 
said passage to the receiver; testing means for 
testing the conductivity of the liquid in the tank; 

means controlled by said testing means when 
the conductivity equals a predetermined amount 
for automatically diverting the liquid from said 
passage for preventing the liquid from the tank 
from reaching the receiver. 

40. In combination, a supply means; a testing 
compartment; means providing a passage for 
conducting liquid to a receiver; means for sup 
plying liquid from the supply means to said com 
partment, then to cut-off said supply, and only 
while the supply is cut off to cause liquid to move 
from the compartment through said passage to 
the receiver; testing means for testing the con 
ductivity of the liquid in the compartment; and 
means controlled by said testing means when 
the conductivity of the liquid equals a predeter~ 
mined amount for automatically diverting such 
liquid from the passage for preventing the such 
liquid from reaching the receiver while allowing 
liquid to leave said compartment to prepare the 
compartment to receive liquid from the supply 
means. 

411. In combination, a supply means; means 
providing a passage for conducting liquid to a re 
ceiver; testing means for testing the conductiv 
ity of the liquid supplied to said passage; control 
means for supplying liquid from the supply means 
to the passage and testing means, then to cut-oil 
said supply means from the passage, and only 
while the supply means is thus cut off to cause 
liquid to move from the passage toward the re~ 
ceiver; and means controlled by said testing 
means when the conductivity of the liquid equals 
a predetermined amount for automatically di 
verting such liquid from the passage at a point be 
tween the testing means and the receiver, thereby 
preventing such liquid from reaching the receiver, 
the cutting oil of said control means from the 
passage preventing the mixing of the tested liq 
uid from the passage with a new portion of liquid 
to be tested. 

42. In combination, a closed tank; a receiver 
for liquid under pressure; means providing a pas 
sage for conducting liquid from the tank to the 
receiver; testing means in the tank, for contact 
ing liquid therein for testing the liquid; control 
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means for causing liquid to flow into the bottom 
of the tank and to rise into contact with the test 
ing means for testing the liquid, and then to flow 
downwardly from said tank and testing means 
through said passage to the receiver after test 
ing; and means communicating with the tank 
and receiver for furnishing downward pressure 
upon the liquid in the tank when the liquid ?ows 
from the tank and testing means to the receiver, 
thereby facilitating the downward flow of the 
liquid from the testing means. 

43. In a liquid testing apparatus, the combina 
tion of a closed tank adapted for testing liquid 
and adapted to receive testing means for contact 

9 
ing liquid therein for testing the liquid; a receiv 
er for liquid under pressure; means providing a 
passage for conducting liquid from the tank to 
the receiver; means for causing liquid to flow into 
the tank into contact with testing means for 
testing, and then to flow from said tank through 
said passage to the receiver after testing; and 
means communicating with the tank and receiver 
for furnishing pressure upon the liquid in the 
tank when the liquid ?ows from the tank to the 
receiver, thereby facilitating the flow of the liquid 
from the testing means. 

MARIUS SAINTE-MARTINE. 
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